
 
One of the most challenging parts of portrait photography
– especially couple portrait photography – is the posing.
In our parents’ day, more traditional poses were the order

of the hour. These days, however, many photographers and
couples are looking for a more natural look. In this guide

I’ll cover a few tips to put couples at ease and get you well
on your way to making your next couple session an

amazing experience for you and your clients. 
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These are words I live by. My easy-going approach on

shoots means that my couples won’t be shoehorned into
cookie-cutter ‘romantic’ poses; instead, I use empathic

direction to let them ease into their own ways of
expressing their beautiful relationship. Experiment and

find your favorite prompts. I often ask my couples to
whisper their favourite recipe to their partner's ear, it

always puts a smile on their faces :) Always remember to
make sure their hands are engaged to create the close

frame and feeling of connection. Watch your couple
carefully, don’t rush, take a break to take a sip of water if

you feel you or your couple needs a little break. 
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I'm going to talk AGAIN and AGAIN about the importance of

building relationships with your clients, and this relationship
probably isn't as important in any other genre as it is in

photographing couples. When you get to know your couples, you
can get a wonderful sense of who they are together and how they
interact with each other. This knowledge is SO important in order
to ensure authentic posing and interactions during their session.
My very first interaction with a couple (beyond emails, of course),

is during their complementary video or in person consultation.
During this meeting, I ask them about how they met, how they got

engaged, and what they envision for their photos. All the while,
I'm consciously observing them and their interactions with each

other. Post-meeting, I make notes in their email about their
answers and interactions so that if they book, I can transfer my

observations to their client file. This allows me to have a sense of
what they may be looking for in their photo shoot. Also, I ask for

their instagram handle in my questionnaire, this gives me and
them another way to get to know each other a little bit more

before the day of the session.
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Don’t worry; it's actually quite a bit more common
than you think! Many couples include their dogs in
their sessions. It's not for everyone but if you and

your couples are pet lovers why not include them!?
I love animals! Pets are always welcome at my

sessions. If you have never photographed pets you
can try it out first in a safe environment with a

couple of friends to see how you get on. You can
always include the pet for just part of the shoot.

Either way, give it a try. From experience it makes
it so much easier as it takes the attention away
from the thought of being photographed and it

helps create some amazing, fun images. 
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While you are shooting there is nothing more awkward than
silence. Trust me I've been there both as a photographer and
the subject. It isn’t uncommon for a photo’s subjects to get

uncomfortable or feel directionless during a shoot, and this is
only emphasized if silence is the only thing that fills the air

between shutter clicks.
I have a small portable bluetooth speaker, and I bring it to
every session! I have a few favourite playlists downloaded

(just in case we end up in an area with no internet coverage). 
Also, I ALWAYS ask my couples for a few of their favourite
songs before the shoot. I save a few of them and play them

towards the end of the session. Try it! This will be both yours
and theirs most favourite shots! Trust me.
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Yep! If your goal is to achieve more natural and authentic

interactions while photographing couples, then you'll want to
avoid having your couples smile at the camera.

I always start my session with one direction: “Don’t look into
the camera unless I ask you”. Of course in the beginning they

look into the camera unconsciously but as the session
progresses I remind them to look at each other & take a

moment just for themselves. Of course I make sure to capture
a few images of the couple looking right into my lens

throughout the session; embrace all of the moments. At this
point we are all much more relaxed and familiar with each

other and the session feels much more natural and relaxed for
everyone.
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I hope these tips will help you during your next session.
Couple photoshoots should never fall within a predetermined

format, you decide on the day exactly how you want it to go. Get
as creative as you’d like, the more unique you are, the better it

gets. Embrace the quirky bits which make their relationship stand
out. Allow for their shared interests to fuel inspiration for
photoshoot ideas, like photoshoot locations and activities.

Portrait photography in and of itself is a blank canvas for you to
express your creativity. Don’t be afraid to dream something up
which fits for you, your clients and of course the passion of the

shoot. There are no rules! Take advantage of the freedom of this
art form and let it flow. 

Remember that your couples will always remember how you made
them feel. So, have fun, let your creative side run wild and

beautiful images will follow. 
 
 



For more tips and ideas connect with me on Instagram and
join our talented and supportive Facebook community at:

Couples & Elopement Photography Community.
 

~Kate 
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